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In September 2019, the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF) was launched 

globally to harmonize greenhouse gas (GHG) accounting methods and to enable financial 

institutions to consistently measure and disclose the GHG emissions associated with financial 

activities. In 2020, the first version of The Global GHG Accounting & Reporting Standard for 

the Financial Industry (the ‘Financed Emissions Standard’) was launched. 

 

As an industry-led partnership, PCAF is governed by a Board of Directors formed by ABN 

AMRO, Amalgamated Bank, ASN Bank, the Global Alliance for Banking on Values, Morgan 

Stanley, NMB Bank, and Nordea. At the time of publishing this document, more than 440 

financial institutions, including banks, investors, asset managers, re/insurers, participate in 

PCAF. More information on the global partnership, including how to join, can be found on 

carbonaccountingfinancials.com. 

 

Through this report, the Dutch participants share their insights on implementing the accounting 

methods with other interested parties to encourage others to adopt GHG accounting as a 

positive step towards a net zero economy. Today, PCAF Netherlands (PCAF NL) consists of 

the following participants: 

 

Please cite as: PCAF Netherlands, Updates from implementing GHG accounting for the 

financial sector in the Netherlands, October 2023 

 

This report was commissioned by PCAF NL participants and compiled, edited, and reviewed 

by Guidehouse Netherlands B.V. 

 

Authors at Guidehouse: Doris Neelen, Agnes Bosch van Rosenthal, Dylan Hauser, and Bart 

van Lunteren.  

file:///C:/Users/home/Downloads/carbonaccountingfinancials.com
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1. About this report 
The need for a faster pace of global climate action is rising exponentially 

and the need to urgently address climate change remains an imperative for 

the financial sector. Extreme weather events caused by rising global 

emissions and temperature increases over the past summer means that 

global temperatures are likely to reach even higher record levels in the next 

five years. As a result, there is a significant probability that for at least one 

year, the average near-surface annual global temperature between 2023 

and 2027 will exceed 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels.1  

 

Although this does not mean that the threshold of 1.5°C specified in the 

Paris Agreement will permanently be exceeded, it underscores the 

importance for all sectors to decarbonize and collectively reach net zero 

emissions by 2050. The financial sector is in a unique position to facilitate 

and drive the transition in line with the Paris Agreement due to its influential 

economic position. 

 

Harmonized and transparent GHG emissions accounting is an imperative 

first step in the direction of decarbonization. Measuring and disclosing GHG 

emissions associated with financial activity is the foundation for 

establishing consistent transparency and accountability. It also enables 

financial institutions to align their portfolio and financial activities with the 

Paris Agreement. These activities can include but are not limited to 

(re)insurance activities, transactions in the capital market and/or lending 

and investment activities. 

 

Regulators are asking financial institutions to provide transparency on 

climate-related risks and consumers are asking their banks, pension funds 

and insurers to contribute to sustainable development. For instance, 

the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD)2 provides a 

sustainability reporting standard based on which nearly 50,000 companies 

in the European Union (EU) will have to report their climate and 

environmental impact. This implies that financial institutions must report on 

how sustainability issues affect their performance, position, and 

development and on the impact their activities have on people and the 

environment. Measuring and disclosing financed emissions of loans and 

investments contributes to meeting these needs. 

 
1 World Meteorological Organization, 2023: Global temperatures set to reach new records in next five 
years, https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release/global-temperatures-set-reach-new-records-
next-five-years  

2 More information on CSRD can be accessed here: https://finance.ec.europa.eu/capital-markets-
union-and-financial-markets/company-reporting-and-auditing/company-reporting/corporate-
sustainability-reporting_en  

https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release/global-temperatures-set-reach-new-records-next-five-years
https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release/global-temperatures-set-reach-new-records-next-five-years
https://finance.ec.europa.eu/capital-markets-union-and-financial-markets/company-reporting-and-auditing/company-reporting/corporate-sustainability-reporting_en
https://finance.ec.europa.eu/capital-markets-union-and-financial-markets/company-reporting-and-auditing/company-reporting/corporate-sustainability-reporting_en
https://finance.ec.europa.eu/capital-markets-union-and-financial-markets/company-reporting-and-auditing/company-reporting/corporate-sustainability-reporting_en
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During the first few years, the PCAF NL participants published multiple reports, which provided 

a set of common principles and proposed harmonized guidelines for loans and investments 

along several different asset classes, and they solicited feedback from the global financial 

community. These guidelines evolved into PCAF’s Global GHG Accounting and Reporting 

Standard3 (Part A of the current Standard). This Standard was officially reviewed and 

approved by the GHG Protocol to be in conformance with the requirements outlined in the 

Corporate Value Chain (Scope 3) Accounting and Reporting Standard, for Category 15 

investment activities.  

 

The second and updated version of the PCAF Standard was released last year which 

comprises of three different parts. The original Part A on loans and investments was updated 

and the sovereign debt asset class was added to it. In addition, Part C of the Standard which 

is a GHG accounting methodology for insurance-associated emissions was released in late 

2022. This year, an additional Part B of the Standard focusing on facilitated emissions will be 

released. This part of the Standard will provide methodological guidance for measuring and 

reporting the GHG emissions associated with the capital markets instruments. More 

information about these developments can be found in section 3 of this report.  

 

This originally Dutch partnership has evolved into a global initiative with over 440 financial 

institutions worldwide. Currently, PCAF NL consists of 27 participants and continues to lead 

the implementation of GHG accounting methodologies and data improvements serving as 

thought leaders for the global financial industry. This seventh report serves as an update to 

Dutch implementation activities including: 

 

PCAF NL working groups cover the following topics:  

 

  

 
3 The Global Standard can be accessed here: https://carbonaccountingfinancials.com/standard  

» Key activities PCAF NL signatories participated in 

» Expected activities in the upcoming years 

DATA 1 

MORTGAGES 2 

SCIENCE-BASED TARGETS 3 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 4 

ACQUISITION 5 

https://carbonaccountingfinancials.com/standard
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2. Forewords  
2.1 BY TJEERD KRUMPELMAN –  

PCAF NL/ABN AMRO  

Recognizing the industry demand for a standardized 

approach and the pivotal economic role of financial 

institutions, 14 Dutch financial institutions came together 

in 2015 as a working group for the Dutch Central Bank’s 

Sustainable Finance Platform. Over the years, this 

collaboration has evolved into a concerted effort to establish 

a harmonized Standard – the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials 

– and to achieve the ambitious objective of having 1000 global financial 

institutions adopt the PCAF Standard by the end of 2025. This Standard 

enables financial institutions to assess and disclose GHG emissions 

associated with financial activities. 

 

Since its inception eight years ago, the expansion of PCAF has been truly 

remarkable. Beginning with its introduction in the Netherlands in 2015, 

followed by North America in 2018 and PCAF’s global launch in 2019, the 

industry-led initiative has consistently gained momentum. Over the past 

year, PCAF Global experienced substantial growth, expanding from 317 to 

440+ members. This expansion underscores PCAF's steady trajectory 

toward achieving its target of 1000 participants by the end of 2025.  

 

In 2019, 53 financial institutions signed the Dutch ‘Climate Commitment 

Financial Sector’. This commitment reflects the key role that financial 

institutions can play in financing the energy transition by reporting the 

climate impact of their financial activities from 2020 onwards. This 

commitment demands that from 2020, financial institutions will report the 

climate impact of their financing activities.4  

 

PCAF NL plays an integral part in the activity of financial institutions in the 

Dutch Climate Commitment. PCAF NL’s collective work provides insight 

into the financial institution’s GHG footprint that is needed to take proactive 

action toward lowering it and reaching the goals of the Paris Agreement. 

As the financial institutions are maturing in their disclosures, in the coming 

years, PCAF participants in the Netherlands could increasingly focus on 

further implementation of the Standard and engaging with their portfolio to 

achieve emission reductions. 

 
4 More information can be found at https://www.klimaatakkoord.nl/  

https://www.klimaatakkoord.nl/
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Another highlight worth sharing is that PCAF’s value has become widely recognized and is 

recommended in two well-known and widely used reporting standards globally. In the early 

2022 edition of the European Sustainability Reporting Standard’s (ESRS) Climate change 

exposure draft5, PCAF is referenced as the recommended disclosure framework to account 

for Scope 3 GHG emissions of financial institutions. Also, PCAF has been referenced in the 

Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) as the go-to framework for banks 

to calculate GHG emissions for their lending and other financial intermediary business 

activities where data and methodologies allow carbon accounting for Scope 3 category 15 

emissions, emissions related to investments and loans 6.   

 

Every year, PCAF NL publishes this report to inspire other financial institutions to embark on 

their GHG accounting journey. Considering that PCAF was founded in the Netherlands, it is 

self-evident that a high level of maturity regarding GHG accounting exists in the market. 

However, PCAF NL participants are continuously improving their GHG accounting and 

continue to face with new challenges. A journey that leads to the continuous improvement of 

PCAF NL’s collective approach and increased accuracy in calculating financed emissions. 

 

Tjeerd Krumpelman is Global Head of Reporting, regulations & stakeholder manaors. 

 

2.2 BY DENNIS HEIJNEN – VERBOND VAN 
VERZEKERAARS 

The challenge was great in the summer of 2019. More than 50 financial 

institutions, including 15 insurers, signed the Dutch Climate Commitment. 

This requires them to measure their CO2 impact, report uniformly and take 

action to reduce their impact.   

 

After more than four years, we know how vital PCAF is to this challenge. Various methods 

were used during the first year, but by 2022 no less than 96 percent of signatories were using 

PCAF. That is for a good reason. It has been proven to be a helpful method for measuring 

GHG impact and provides uniform reporting.   

 

For me it is clear: PCAF is not only here to stay, but above all an essential market standard. 

Together we will continue to expand PCAF, to take even greater action and reduce CO2 

impact. This is only possible with more up-to-date data and a PCAF method for all asset 

categories. 

 

Dennis Heijnen is senior policy advisor on sustainable investment at the Verbond van 

Verzekeraars. 

 
5 ESRS E1 Climate Change Exposure Draft, April 2022, more information can be found at EFRAG. 

6 TCFD, p.29 

https://www.efrag.org/Assets/Download?assetUrl=%2Fsites%2Fwebpublishing%2FSiteAssets%2FED_ESRS_E1.pdf&AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
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2.3 BY MAURITS HELDRING – DUFAS 

 More than 50 Dutch financial institutions signed the Dutch Climate 

Commitment in 2019, which requires them to report the financed emissions 

of their assets annually. Stakeholders have stressed that comparability of 

financed emissions between financial institutions is crucial to track the 

sector’s progress. In this respect, the PCAF Standard has proven to be of 

great value here as it has become the internationally accepted accounting 

standard and is applicable for many asset classes. Therefore, the Dutch financial sector has 

agreed that signatories of the Climate Commitment need to use the PCAF Standard for 

calculating financed emissions.  

 

The Dutch Fund and Asset Management Association (DUFAS) also welcomes the 

establishment of the PCAF methodology for sovereign bonds, which is often a sizeable asset 

class for asset managers’ clients with pension or insurance activities. We encourage PCAF to 

seek further alignment on GHG methods with European legislators and other international 

standard setters, for example on the treatment of derivatives and carbon offsetting.   

 

Maurits Heldring, CFA is sustainability advisor at the Dutch Fund and Asset Management 

Association (DUFAS). 

 

 

 

 

 

  

What is the Dutch Climate Commitment of the Financial Sector? 

The Dutch financial sector signed a commitment in support of the Dutch Klimaatakkoord: 

the national Climate Commitment that stipulates a 49% reduction of GHG emissions in 

the country by 2030 compared to 1990. The participants commit to: 

1. Financing the required energy transition within the bounds of their risk-reward 

profiles; 

2. Measuring and disclosing their financed emissions starting from 2020 onwards, 

sharing results and best practices and making steps towards methodological 

improvements; 

3. Publishing GHG emission reduction plans from 2022 onwards for all their relevant 

financing and investment activities; 

4. Organising an annual meeting with all stakeholders on the progress towards these 

commitments as an integral part of the wider Klimaatakkoord. 
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3. PCAF global  
developments 

This chapter provides an overview of key PCAF developments of the past 

year. The developments are relevant for the financial institutions in the 

Netherlands that are part of PCAF. 

 

PCAF Global transitions from a philanthropic initiative to a self-

sustaining initiative 

Originally founded as a philanthropic initiative, PCAF has continued to 

expand globally reaching more and more financial institutions across 

various sub-sectors of the financial industry. As the initiative grew, the need 

for moving toward a self-sustaining new business model with a diversified 

revenue stream increased. As part of this transition to a self-sustaining 

initiative, PCAF looked toward its signatories for their continued 

commitments and support for the initiative through the payment of an 

annual signatory fee. The signatory fee, along with additional revenue 

streams from data and service provider partners will provide PCAF with the 

necessary resources to continue to grow the initiative and deepen its 

engagement with signatories. Nonetheless, despite the new revenue 

streams, PCAF remains a non-profit initiative.  

 

Different fee structures were developed and introduced in early 2023 for 

commercial banks, insurance companies and asset owners/asset 

managers. Based on a range of the Assets under Management (AuM), 

assets on the balance sheet, or annual gross written premium, the PCAF 

signatory falls into a certain category that corresponds to an annual 

signatory fee based on the size of the financial institution.7 In addition, to 

ensure a just and equitable growth trajectory, a discount is offered to 

financial institutions operating in emerging economies that adjusts for 

purchasing power differences. Invoicing of fees was initiated early in 2023 

and covers the participation for the calendar year. Billing is performed on a 

yearly basis and pro-rated for new signatories within the calendar year. 

  

 

 
7 All information on the fee structure(s) has been shared with the PCAF signatories per email. 
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The second edition of the Financed 

Emissions Standard (Part A) launched 

Around two years after the launch of the 

first edition in November 2020, the PCAF 

Secretariat published the second edition of 

the Global GHG Accounting and Reporting 

Standard for the Financial Industry towards 

the end of 2022. This part now transitioned 

to being Part A of the Standard. The six 

former asset classes remained largely the 

same. However, the new version of the 

Financed Emissions Standard now 

includes methodologies on sovereign debt 

and GHG emission removals. 

 

A new GHG accounting methodology 

for insurance-associated emissions 

(Part C) was released late 2022 

With a working group of 16 global 

insurance and reinsurance companies, 

PCAF developed the first set of 

methodologies to enable (re)insurance 

companies to measure and disclose GHG 

emissions associated with their 

(re)insurance underwriting portfolios. After 

having successfully finalized a public 

consultation last year, the first version of 

the Insurance-Associated Emissions 

Standard (Part C) was released in late 

2022. For more information on Insurance-

Associated emissions, please refer to the 

PCAF website.8 

 

A GHG accounting methodology for 

capital markets-facilitated emissions is 

currently under development 

Together with a global working group of 

investment banks, PCAF has been working 

hard to develop Part B of the Standard that 

establishes a methodology for the 

measurement and disclosure of GHG 

emissions related to off-balance activities 

that facilitate a transaction to raise debt or 

equity on the Capital Markets (so-called 

“facilitated emissions’’). This methodology 

also underwent a successful public 

consultation earlier in 2022. Part B of the 

Standard will launch before year-end in 

2023.  

   

Technical Guidance for Real Estate 

Operations is released 

In collaboration with two of PCAF’s 

partners, CRREM9 and GRESB10, PCAF 

has created a technical guidance 

document that provides financial 

institutions and related stakeholders with 

transparent, consistent, and harmonized 

guidance on the accounting and reporting 

of real estate-related operational 

emissions. This provides additional 

specifications to the Financed Emissions 

Standard on a range of real estate-related 

topics without superseding the Financed 

Emissions Standard and should be 

considered as optional best practice. The 

work was released early this year and can 

be accessed via the project’s website.11 

 

  

 
8 https://carbonaccountingfinancials.com/standard 

 

 

11 More information on the Laudes PCAF project including 
the technical guidance can be accessed here: 
https://carbonaccountingfinancials.com/en/financing-
towards-net-zero-buildings 

8 https://carbonaccountingfinancials.com/standard  

9 More information on CRREM can be accessed here: https://www.crrem.org/    

10 More information on GRESB can be accessed here: https://www.gresb.com/nl-en/  

11 More information on the Laudes PCAF project including the technical guidance can be accessed here: 
https://carbonaccountingfinancials.com/en/financing-towards-net-zero-buildings  

 

https://carbonaccountingfinancials.com/standard
https://www.crrem.org/
https://www.gresb.com/nl-en/
https://carbonaccountingfinancials.com/en/financing-towards-net-zero-buildings
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PCAF’s governance changed: new Core 

Team members are appointed. 

In the summer of 2023, a new Core Team 

was appointed to ensure the group that 

leads the development of future 

methodology represents the diversity of the 

global financial sector and PCAF’s growing 

membership. The Core Team is comprised 

of PCAF signatories, selected by the Board 

of Directors, who volunteer their time and 

resources to actively engage in developing 

new methodologies, guidance documents, 

updates to current Standards, all with the 

goal of harmonizing GHG accounting and 

reporting across the financial industry. The 

new PCAF Global Core Team will now start 

developing new asset class methodologies 

via various working groups. 

 

Update of the PCAF Database 

Over the past year, the PCAF Secretariat 

has been dedicated to working on several 

additions and changes to the PCAF 

Database. The Exiobase economic 

emission factors are updated with a base 

year of 2019 as opposed to 2015. 

Sovereign debt data (e.g., PPP adj. GDP) 

is now included in the database, as well as 

global electricity grid emission factors. 

Finally, commercial real estate emission 

factors for North America were updated.12  

 
 

 

In addition, PCAF launched the updated 

version of the European Building Emission 

Factor Database in August 2023. The first 

version of the database was launched in 

February 2022 and provided a specific set 

of emission factors for Commercial Real 

Estate and Mortgages for all countries in 

the EU (and more). Depending on data 

availability, the database enabled financial 

institutions to distinguish between 

European countries, residential and non-

residential building types, and energy 

performance certificate (EPC) ratings to 

interpret specific emission or energy 

intensity per unit. The key objective of the 

Database is to enable the financial industry 

to measure and track the financed 

emissions of their European building 

portfolios toward net zero.  

 

The updated version of the specialized 

database introduces several new 

functions. The geographical scope of the 

database has been expanded with the 

addition of new European countries, while 

emission factors have been updated to 

reflect the new CRREM global pathways. 

Also featured is the addition of a new 

methodology to enable the calculation of 

embodied carbon emissions.13 

 

 

12 More information on the database can be accessed here: https://db.carbonaccountingfinancials.com  

13 More information on the database can be accessed here: https://building-db.carbonaccountingfinancials.com  

 

https://db.carbonaccountingfinancials.com/
https://building-db.carbonaccountingfinancials.com/
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4. Best practices,  
key challenges,  
and next steps 

This chapter provides an overview of activities that PCAF NL participants 

conducted over the last year and outlines the expected activities in the 

years ahead.14 

 

The PCAF Standard is recognized as an essential resource to 

increase transparency and harmonization in reporting emissions 

PCAF NL participants are actively working on measuring and disclosing 

their portfolio emissions by making use of the PCAF Global GHG 

Accounting and Reporting Standard. The Standard is recognized as a 

useful resource and guidance to start measuring GHG emissions. As 

mentioned by the NWB Bank, the Financed Emissions Standard (Part A) 

provides “a framework and harmonized methodology that increases 

transparency and awareness of CO2e emissions and facilitates reporting”. 

Using a harmonized method not only provides advantages during 

reporting, but also ensures that the results from different financial 

institutions can be compared better and more easily.  

 

Although the Standard provides support in harmonizing the calculation and 

reporting method for emissions associated with financial activities, there 

are differences in the way of reporting these emissions. For instance, 

differences in the selection of reported sectors, the official industry 

classifications used to denote these sectors, and the template in which the 

measured emissions are presented in the relevant reports. However, it 

should be noted that these differences are becoming increasingly smaller 

over the years. The appendix provides more insight on how the different 

participants report the emissions associated with their financial activities.  

 

The PCAF NL participants, individually and in working groups, work 

hard to improve their financed emissions calculations as part of their 

decarbonization journey 

In the past year, the PCAF NL participants have focused on improving the 

measurement of their financed emissions by improving the emission data 

quality and increasing the portfolio coverage. To collect more granular data, 

 
14 The contents of this chapter are based on 14 participating financial institutions. The contents of 
their submission can be found in Chapter 5. 
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participants try to make use of primary data instead of sector- or country-averages. For 

example, ABN AMRO improved the quality of their business loans emission data by using 

company-level GHG emission data instead of an average GHG emission intensity per sector. 

These measured financed emissions of the PCAF NL participants are mainly made public in 

two ways: via an integrated annual report or a separate sustainability report. Most institutions 

report on the emissions of their business loans and mortgages. A few institutions also include 

other asset classes as motor vehicle loans and commercial real estate. 

  

The improved accuracy in the measurement and disclosure of emissions is crucial as it often 

forms a starting point from which to set targets, as shown in Figure 1. This is also recognized 

by the PCAF NL participants, who use the measured emissions to set reduction targets on 

their emissions. Financial institutions are often defining and setting targets along the criteria 

of the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi). This initiative supports and guides 

organizations to set ambitious targets, i.e., commits organizations to keep the impact of their 

portfolio below 1.5°C global warming.  

 

At the same time, the reduction targets of financial institutions feed into developing emission 

reduction actions such as the launch of sustainability-linked loans and excluding high emitting 

companies from their investment portfolio. Many financial institutions also use the 

measurement of their emissions as a foundation for engagement and dialogue with their 

portfolio companies, with the aim of guiding them in reducing their emissions. They want to 

help clients and investees reduce their emissions by engaging with them, inspiring them, 

offering incentives, or financing, and providing advice.  

 

Figure 1 - The Paris alignment value chain for financial institutions 

Figure 2: The Paris Alignment Value Chain for Financial Institutions15 

As described in Chapter 1, PCAF NL currently has five working groups. PCAF NL participants 

are actively involved in these working groups where they collaborate with other one another 

and external parties to contribute to further developments of GHG accounting for financial 

institutions.  

 

 
15 More information on the Paris Alignment Value Chain for Financial Institutions can be accessed here: 
https://carbonaccountingfinancials.com/files/downloads/PCAF-Global-GHG-Standard.pdf  

https://carbonaccountingfinancials.com/files/downloads/PCAF-Global-GHG-Standard.pdf
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Often, this collaboration can result in the 

improvement of data quality for financed 

emissions calculations. For instance, the 

PCAF NL working group on mortgages has 

jointly drafted and adopted additional 

guidance for PCAF data quality score 3 

calculations. This guidance has been 

developed with the objective of improving 

the overall validity and consistency of 

reported figures on the GHG emission 

footprints of energy labels that are 

associated with Dutch residential 

mortgages. Also, through collaboration 

with external parties, the working group 

now initiated a feasibility study to 

determine whether it is possible to acquire 

actual energy consumption data of 

residential real estate in a privacy 

regulated compliant manner. Thereby 

possibly improving the PCAF data quality 

score of 3 to a PCAF data quality score of 

1 which would make the Netherlands the 

first country globally to achieve that on 

such a large scale.  

 

The focus of the PCAF NL participants 

for the coming years will be on 

continuing to improve the data quality 

and the portfolio coverage of their 

emission calculations 

The expected activities of the PCAF NL 

participants in the next few years touch 

upon three interrelated topics.  

 

Firstly, the participants all stated that in the 

coming years they would like to continue to 

focus on improving data quality and 

coverage. They aim to increase their 

portfolio coverage by including parts of the 

portfolio that are currently not included in 

their financed emissions calculations. For 

example, some participants want to 

implement the new Financed Emissions 

Standard (Part A) in their calculations by 

including the methodology of the most 

recent asset class, sovereign debt. In 

addition, they also want to continue 

working on improving data quality by 

collecting more granular data.  

 

Secondly, participants want to stay 

involved in the PCAF NL national chapter 

to collaborate with other financial 

institutions and external parties to continue 

developing methodologies and improve the 

measurement and disclosure of emissions 

associated with financial activities. The 

collaboration within the PCAF NL national 

chapter has been acknowledged by MN as 

a way to “stay at the forefront of evolving 

methodologies and industry best 

practices”.  

 

Lastly, participants will continue to 

progress on their decarbonization journey 

by initially setting targets. Most of the 

participants are working towards setting 

validated science-based targets in the 

coming years. Examples of how these 

targets can be achieved include offering 

sustainability-linked loans to more clients, 

increasing the energy efficiency of the 

residential mortgage portfolio, and 

developing internal carbon pricing as a KPI 

on climate action. 
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5. Detailed overview of  
PCAF NL participants 

This chapter provides an overview of the PCAF activities some of the 

PCAF NL participants conducted, the benefits and challenges they 

experienced in measuring and disclosing their financed emissions, and 

their expected activities in the coming years.  

 

The following PCAF NL participants contributed to this chapter:  

 

» ABN AMRO  

» Achmea 

» a.s.r. 

» Cardano 

» De Volksbank 

» ING  

» MN Services 

» NN Group 

» NWB Bank 

» Rail & OV 

» Prosus 

» RNHB 

» Triodos Bank 

» Van Lanschot Kempen  
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ABN AMRO 

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

Since 2019, ABN AMRO’s Global head of Reporting, Regulations & Stakeholder 

Management, Tjeerd Krumpelman has chaired PCAF Netherlands and PCAF Europe. 

Subsequently, on behalf of ABN AMRO, he is chair of the PCAF Board of Directors. In 

2022, ABN AMRO continued to participate in the working group on mortgages and the 

working group on science-based targets in the Netherlands. The working group on 

mortgages has developed a specific PCAF guidance for PCAF data quality score 3 GHG 

calculations that can be applied in the Netherlands. This method has been developed to 

improve the overall validity and consistency of reported figures on the GHG footprint that 

can be associated with Dutch residential mortgages.  

 

ABN AMRO published its climate strategy and joined the Net Zero Banking Alliance 

(NZBA) in December 2022. The bank has started setting emission reduction targets for 

financed emissions and emission reduction ambitions for client assets portfolios. The 

framework provided by the NZBA is used to set emission reduction targets for ABN 

AMRO's financed emissions. ABN AMRO has applied the PCAF Standard to calculate 

the financed emissions baseline for its portfolios. 

 

In ABN AMRO’s annual report, the lending portfolio’s emissions are also calculated under 

the principles set by PCAF. In line with the Financed Emissions Standard (Part A) 

published in 2020 (updated in 2022), ABN AMRO extended its scope during the year by 

including corporate bonds, equity-accounted investments, and motor vehicle loans. The 

bank also improved the average data quality score, especially for residential mortgages 

and corporate loans. For corporate loans, ABN AMRO extended the use of company-

level emissions data to shipping and energy clients, thereby reducing the use of average 

emission intensities per sector. For residential mortgages and commercial real estate, the 

bank used emission intensities per square metre by energy label and type of object. 

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS  

In the coming years, ABN AMRO will continue using the PCAF Standard when further 

developing its climate plan. ABN AMRO will also continue to work on higher data quality 

scores and more granular data sourcing for GHG emissions. The bank will align its 

reporting with regulations such as the CSRD. Furthermore, the working group on 

mortgages is working on the CRREM standard for the Netherlands, a target pathway to 

achieve net zero emissions by 2050.  
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ACHMEA 

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

Achmea currently measures the GHG emission footprint of the majority of its investment 

portfolio for which this is relevant. This concerns the investment categories of equities, 

government and corporate bonds, mortgages, and real estate. In accordance with the 

Climate Commitment, Achmea will continue to investigate in the coming years whether it 

is possible to map out the GHG emission footprint of the remaining investment categories. 

Progress on this partly depends on the development of suitable methodologies and the 

availability of GHG emission data. In 2022, Achmea started measuring the GHG 

emissions of its loans to housing associations (investment loans). 

 

Achmea has participated in the PCAF NL working group on mortgages which is 

developing a new harmonized PCAF data quality score 3 guidance. This methodology 

will be used for measuring and reporting on the GHG emissions of mortgages in 2023. 

Achmea also participates in the PCAF NL and TNO collaboration that studies the 

possibilities of measuring GHG emissions based on actual energy usage for mortgages, 

with the ambition to achieve data quality scores of 1 or 2 in the future. 

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS  

In the following years Achmea expects to (1) start measuring and reporting on the Scope 

3 emissions of equities and corporate bonds; (2) apply the updated Financed Emissions 

Standard (Part A) on sovereign bonds; (3) expand its GHG emission reporting to private 

placements; and (4) further collaborate in the PCAF NL working group on mortgages to 

further harmonize the methodology and improvement the data quality.  
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a.s.r. 

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

In the past year, a.s.r. was an active member of the working group on climate data (chair), 

the working group on mortgages and the working group on science-based targets. In the 

working group on mortgages, a.s.r. was one of the coordinators for the MISSION project 

between TNO, NVB, and other members of the working group. The MISSION project 

includes a feasibility study focused on using actual energy data from network operators. 

The participation in the working group on science-based targets has helped a.s.r. to 

define and set the science-based targets for the investments of its own account, unit-

linked and external client portfolios. a.s.r. property and casualty insurance (P&C) was 

actively involved in different meetings and other interactions with PCAF. This has helped 

a.s.r. P&C to start measuring the insurance associated emissions of its P&C portfolio 

whilst making use of the methodologies as described in Insurance-Associated Emissions 

(Part C) and the data extracted from the PCAF emission factor database. a.s.r. has also 

determined and published an intermediate GHG emission reduction and other net zero 

targets for 2030 for their P&C portfolio. 

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS 

Early July 2023, a.s.r. received approval for the transaction with Aegon Group, to combine 

business activities of a.s.r. and Aegon Nederland. After meeting all necessary conditions 

set for the transaction, a.s.r. started combining business and integrating the investment 

portfolios. Both companies already had ambitious climate related targets regarding impact 

investments, GHG emission reductions and the Paris Agreement. These targets will be 

continued and harmonized in the combined company. The PCAF Standard will be used 

to measure the GHG emission footprint of the Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions for the new 

combination with improved coverage and data quality. a.s.r. expects to become Science 

Based Targets initiative certified in the coming years. In the next year, the MISSION 

project for mortgage loans will start. a.s.r. is planning to take an active part in this project. 

Recently, a.s.r. P&C has measured its insurance associated emissions and has set 

intermediate net zero targets for 2030, for a material part of their P&C portfolio. It has 

disclosed these targets on 30th August 2023. In the coming period, a.s.r. aims to expand 

the measurement of their Insurance Associated Emissions to the entire P&C portfolio, in 

scope of the PCAF Insurance-Associated Emissions (Part C). a.s.r. P&C also intends to 

scale up the activities towards achieving its intermediate net zero targets for 2030. 
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CARDANO  

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

Cardano has been publishing its financed emissions using the Financed Emissions 

Standard (Part A) since 2016. Since then, Cardano measures the GHG emissions of its 

investment funds and monitors the progress of its long term GHG emission targets. It 

renewed its target in 2020 to net zero by 2050, a 50% reduction in 2030, and a 75% 

reduction in 2040 compared to 2020. Last year, Cardano’s climate strategy got renewed. 

The updated strategy got approved by SBTi early 2023. Detailed expectations for different 

sectors, phase-out plans for coal, and KPIs were specified and formulated to move the 

portfolios towards net zero GHG emissions. In addition, pathways towards Cardano’s 

climate targets have been defined for all funds. It is constantly monitored whether the 

portfolios follow the required pathway. Next to that, the method for calculating sovereign 

GHG emissions has been updated according to the latest Financed Emissions Standard 

(Part A). From now on, GHG emissions from sovereign bonds and all other investments 

will be reported separately to avoid double counting in the portfolio values and avoid 

changes in portfolio level emissions if asset allocation changes. The climate reporting in 

Cardano’s annual reports is in-line with TCFD requirements.  

 

Cardano uses the GHG emissions of its investments mostly for monitoring purposes. 

Through capital allocation, active ownership, ESG integration and exclusions, Cardano 

tries to reduce the GHG emission targets for the funds but also to create real-world 

impact. For that reason, Cardano not only monitors GHG emissions but especially 

evaluates which issuers do better than peers and what targets, strategies and investment 

plans issuers set to reduce emissions. For that reason, it has formulated in its climate 

strategy which steps it expects companies from different sectors to take to reach their 

climate targets. That is also why Cardano not only monitors what companies have been 

doing, but also what plans they are bringing forward. 

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS 

Cardano will continue to execute and, if necessary, further detail its own climate action 

plan. For instance, to answer the question on how Cardano will reach its targets while 

achieving real-world impact. For the next year, Cardano plans to (1) further improve its 

Scope 3 analysis, and (2) include the results from the climate scenario analysis into its 

reporting, screening, and engagements. In addition, Cardano would like to pay more 

attention to the climate adaptation steps issuers take to reduce the increasing risks of 

extreme weather events.  
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DE VOLKSBANK  

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

In 2022, the science-based targets of de Volksbank for its Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions 

have been validated by SBTi. The Scope 3 emission targets include emission reduction 

targets on mortgages (real estate), renewable energy (power), and investments covering 

relevant balance sheet categories. De Volksbank also published its Climate Action Plan 

in 2022. The bank aims to achieve a ‘net zero’ balance sheet by 2050, or sooner, if 

possible. The Climate Action Plan is one of the elements of the Dutch financial sector’s 

Climate Commitment, to which de Volksbank committed itself in 2019. The activities, 

described in the Climate Action Plan, will be implemented within the organization in 2023.  

 

De Volksbank used the PCAF methodology and corresponding data hierarchy in its Pillar 

3 Report. The bank also made an impact analysis based on the PCAF data quality score 

3 reporting guidance developed by the PCAF NL working group on mortgages.  

 

The bank also integrated its climate accounting process into the IT infrastructure of the 

organization. This integration has ensured that the GHG accounting process is fully 

automated and provides real-time data. 

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS  

In the coming years, de Volksbank expects to further develop its Climate Action Plan. The 

bank wants to integrate science-based targets into short- and long-term key performance 

indicators for the different asset classes under the net zero ambition. Next to that, de 

Volksbank also wants to (1) implement the earlier mentioned PCAF data quality score 3 

reporting guidance; (2) further automate the GHG accounting process for different 

departments of the bank; (3) develop a metric for portfolio neutralization, carbon storage 

and carbon removal; and (4) stay actively involved and contribute to the PCAF NL working 

groups.  
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ING 

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

ING joined PCAF in May 2023. Being part of the network, ING participated in several 

regional and national calls and pilot tested the new PCAF Academy. ING also shared and 

presented its PCAF membership to its internal network of sustainability leads across the 

globe and invited colleagues in the various offices to take part in local PCAF networks.  

 

Within PCAF NL, ING is actively involved in the working group on mortgages and has 

chaired the working group meetings on science-based targets.  

 

The main PCAF activities of ING over the last year have been focused on further 

improving its calculations of financed emissions. ING has added more company-reported 

emissions to its inventory, has applied improved datasets on balance sheet data of its 

clients, has aligned its definition of outstanding with PCAF’s Global GHG Accounting and 

Reporting Standard for Financed Emissions (Part A) and has improved the calculations 

of its mortgages by using newer datasets on energy performance certificates and working 

with specific data vendors. The results of these efforts are reflected in the 2023 ING 

Climate report, covering ING’s progress on climate alignment and climate risk in 2022 

and major milestones in the first half of 2023. 

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS  

ING is pleased to be selected for PCAF’s Global Core Team. This Core Team is an 

important body within PCAF that governs PCAF’s Global GHG Accounting and Reporting 

Standards. As part of the Core Team, ING aims to contribute to further developments of 

the PCAF Global GHG Accounting and Reporting Standard. 

 

Furthermore, as new member to the PCAF network, ING’s plans to continue to onboard 

several colleagues globally to the network and train them on GHG accounting via the 

PCAF Academy. 

 

Finally, together with other financial institutions, ING will collaborate to work towards 

further improving the data quality of its financed emissions calculations. For example, on 

mortgages via the Dutch and German working groups and on business loans to 

agricultural sector within the Dutch or North American networks. It is also ING’s intention 

to continue to work on calculating and disclosing its financed emissions related to its 

commercial real estate portfolio. Additionally, ING aims to start the calculation of its 

financed emissions of sovereign debt. 
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MN SERVICES  

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

In 2022, MN and clients PMT and PME published their climate action plans in which GHG 

emissions reduction targets are set and next steps towards a Paris Agreement aligned 

portfolio are defined. MN aims to ensure that clients’ investments contribute to limiting 

global warming to 1.5°C. The goal is to drive change in the real world and, as a result, 

reduce the total GHG emissions of invested assets to net zero by 2050. 

 

MN extended its application of PCAF to measure GHG emissions of its listed equity and 

corporate bonds portfolios. Building upon last year's activities, it focused on enhancing 

the accuracy of data collection and broadening the scope of GHG emission sources 

covered. MN also worked on improving the timeliness of the portfolio’s GHG emission 

footprint calculation by aligning it with its annual report. Each year, MN and its clients 

PME and PMT report on various climate metrics through TCFD aligned reporting in their 

annual report.  

 

MN further developed its measurement and assessment of the GHG emission footprint 

of clients’ real estate investments, according to the PCAF methodology. 

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS  

In the upcoming years, MN plans to enhance the granularity and accuracy of its GHG 

emissions data collection and reporting processes. Specifically, in real estate, the aim is 

to develop a comprehensive GHG emission reduction roadmap, aligning its investment 

decisions with ambitious climate goals. 

 

MN intends to refine its measurements of operational GHG emissions and avoided GHG 

emissions from renewable infrastructure projects. Across equity and fixed income 

portfolios, MN is determined to bolster its GHG emission footprint measurements, 

incorporating a broader spectrum of GHG emission sources. 

 

Additionally, MN foresees collaborating with the PCAF NL national chapter to stay at the 

forefront of evolving methodologies and industry best practices. 

 

MN is dedicated to fostering transparency, comparability, and accountability in its GHG 

emissions report, and actively contribute to the transition to a more sustainable and low-

carbon economy. 
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NN GROUP  

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

Since 2017, NN Group (NN) has been measuring and publishing the GHG footprint of its 

proprietary assets. In its latest annual report, NN covered around 82% of its total 

proprietary asset portfolio on the balance sheet with a GHG emission footprint. As a 

supporter of harmonized practices in the financial industry, NN actively participates in 

various Dutch and international working groups of PCAF. In 2022, NN chaired the PCAF 

NL working group on mortgages, which finalized an approach on how to better estimate 

and harmonize the GHG emission footprint of residential mortgages. NN also contributed 

to the PCAF Global working group on insurance-associated emissions, collaborating with 

international insurers to develop a standard for measuring and reporting GHG emissions 

associated with insurance underwriting activities. 

 

GHG accounting helps NN to (1) understand GHG emission and climate change-related 

risks, (2) identify high-carbon securities in its investment portfolio, and (3) facilitates 

engagement with investee companies. Although GHG emission footprint metrics are 

backwards-looking and not adequate on their own to guide investment decisions aligned 

with Paris Agreement objectives, they provide a basis for target setting and monitoring 

over time. NN is committed to transition its investment portfolio to net zero by 2050 and 

has implemented asset class-specific approaches using a variety of metrics to set targets 

and track progress towards its net zero goal. 

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS  

The main challenges of measuring emissions associated with financial activities are 

related to data quality. For example, when measuring Scope 3 emissions associated with 

corporate investments, inconsistencies in reported data can pose a problem. Additionally, 

for the insurance underwriting business, where actual GHG emission figures of individual 

small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) are often not available, NN must work with 

sector estimates. Despite these challenges, NN will continue to use best effort estimates 

to measure its financed emissions. NN recognizes the importance of measuring 

emissions and expects that upcoming regulatory initiatives, such as those from the EU, 

will improve the availability and quality of climate-related data. 

 

Over the next few years, NN expects to undertake several activities to improve the quality 

of its GHG emissions data. For example, (1) aligning its GHG emission footprint 

calculations for sovereign debt with the latest Financed Emissions Standard (Part A), (2) 

expanding GHG emissions reporting for corporate investments to include Scope 3 data, 

and (3) increasing transparency on data quality using the PCAF data quality scores. In 

doing so, NN plans to continue collaborating with peers to share knowledge and best 

practices. 
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NWB BANK 

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

Since 2019, NWB Bank (NWB) has been mapping the climate impact of its lending, which 

is now available for 93.8% of its loan portfolio. NWB uses the PCAF Standard to calculate 

its GHG emission footprint. According to NWB, PCAF provides a framework and 

harmonized methodology that increases transparency and awareness of GHG emissions 

and facilitates reporting.  

 

Due to the availability of figures, NWB uses the loan portfolio of the previous year to 

calculate the GHG emission impact. This means that in its 2022 Annual Report, the bank 

is reporting the GHG emission impact of the loan portfolio as it stood at the end of 2021. 

The emissions of the portfolio in 2021 decreased by 17.2% compared to 2020, while the 

loan portfolio increased during the reporting period.   

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS  

The reduced GHG emission impact of NWB’s loan portfolio aligns with the reduction 

pathway that the bank set out in its climate action plan. NWB aims to reduce at least 43% 

of its emitted GHG emissions by 2030, compared to the emissions of its loan portfolio in 

2019 (the first year in which the bank mapped the GHG emission impact of its financing). 

NWB’s goal is to have a loan portfolio that is aligned with net zero GHG emissions by 

2050. NWB designed its reduction targets based on the methodology of the SBTi, an 

approach widely recognized in the financial sector for meeting the Paris Agreement goals. 

In 2023, the bank aims to have its targets verified by the SBTi and formally join the 

initiative. 

 

The climate action plan of NWB sets out what it intends to do in the longer term. Although 

the bank sees a positive trend, it is too early to draw any conclusions on the impact, as 

the available data is still limited. The climate action plan adds an extra dimension to the 

discussions that NWB has with its clients. NWB notices that climate impact is also a 

priority for its clients. The bank recognizes the value to exchange ideas with experts in 

the field of non-financial impacts, in addition to the existing good relationships with its 

clients' finance departments. In 2023, NWB will conduct a survey to identify the extent to 

which clients have reduction targets that are in-line with the SBTi and enable a net zero 

portfolio by 2050. These results will provide additional focus on clients where, according 

to the NWB, there is a significant reduction potential. In addition to this commitment, the 

bank intends to offer sustainability-linked loans to more clients. 
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RAIL & OV 

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

In 2021, Rail & OV formulated its climate policy and endorsed the Paris Agreement goals. 
Combating climate change is a key-element of the fund’s Responsible Investment Policy. 
Rail & OV formulated two commitments linked to the Paris Agreement goal: Rail & OV aims 
to (1) reduce the GHG emissions of its investment portfolio by 50% in 2030 (compared to 
2019) and (2) have a net zero investment portfolio by 2050. 

 

The fund’s climate policy and implementation document provide more information on how it 
measures its GHG emissions. In 2022, actions have been taken to work towards the above-
mentioned goals. First, Rail & OV joined PCAF NL and the Institutional Investors Group on 
Climate Change (IIGCC) to collaborate with peers to share knowledge and best practices. 
Next to that, the fund expanded its climate-related engagements. The fund has developed 
dedicated Paris Agreement aligned engagements with clear milestones and timelines for its 
internally managed portfolios (listed equities, fixed income, private equity, and 
infrastructure). Through these engagements the fund hopes to reduce the emissions of 
these portfolios. Rail & OV also joined a number of collective net zero related engagement 
initiatives. For some oil & gas companies, Rail & OV has been pre-declaring its voting 
behavior with the hope to make its climate policy more accessible for the participants of the 
funds. Next to that, the fund adjusted its exclusion policy and now excludes companies 
(meeting certain revenue threshold) that are involved in arctic drilling, shale gas and oil 
sands extractions. In addition, Rail & OV’s 2022 sustainability report has received limited 
assurance (conducted for the first time) and provides GHG emissions of more asset classes 
than in previous years. The GHG emissions of Rail & OV’s portfolio decreased by 8% 
compared to 2021. Beyond the published data, the fund has measured the emissions of its 
private equity and infrastructure portfolio using GHG emission data from the PCAF 
Database.  

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS  

Climate change will remain one of the focus topics of Rail & OV’s Responsible Investment 
Policy. The fund will continue to conduct an annual climate analysis and screen the progress 
of the GHG emissions from its portfolio.  

 

Rail & OV plans to develop expectations with clear milestones and deadlines for the biggest 
emitters in the oil and gas sector. It intends to implement Paris Agreement aligned 
investment strategies in more of its portfolios. Additionally, it will also intensify its 
engagement and voting behavior. 

 

In terms of data reporting, Rail & OV aims to improve data collection for its private equity 
and infrastructure portfolio. The fund hopes to receive an audit assurance of its 2019 
baseline year GHG emissions to be able to report progress on its 2030 reduction target. 

 

Last but not least, Rail & OV sees biodiversity becoming increasingly important and 
material. The fund intends to do a further deep dive into the interconnections between 
biodiversity and climate change and provides its portfolio managers with a tool that would 
enable them to have more holistic approach and vision on these two major topics. 
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PROSUS 

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

Prosus joined PCAF in July 2022. Prosus is an operator and investor (asset owner) with a 

portfolio of investments in digital tech companies across the globe. Last year, Prosus made 

use of the PCAF Standard to calculate the financed emissions of its portfolio. These results 

are reported in the annual impact report of Prosus. The investment portfolio of Prosus 

consists only of listed and private equity investments. The calculation of financed emissions 

steers Prosus’ engagement of its portfolio companies to take climate action, reduce GHG 

emissions and develop and set their own science-based targets. Prosus has committed 

that most of its portfolio companies (measured by invested capital) will have set their own 

science-based emissions reduction targets by financial year 2030. 

 

Prosus took part in the PCAF working group on science-based target to support the design 

of its science-based targets (published in its Annual Report) and engage with the SBTi to 

validate these targets. Prosus reported its approach and actions to combat climate change 

in several documents and reports: The Environmental Sustainability Program includes its 

climate transition plan, which outlines the approach to measure, manage, and reduce 

emissions and which climate related risks and opportunities it recognizes and acts upon. 

Detailed data on Prosus’ GHG emissions are included in its annual impact report. Prosus 

also published its TCFD report and submitted its response to the CDP’s Climate Change 

survey.  

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS 

The core of Prosus’ commitment to keep global warming to 1.5°C is the delivery of its 
portfolio coverage target. This target covers to which extend it will engage and support its 
portfolio companies to set their own science-based targets.  

 

Prosus will continue to measure and calculate the GHG emissions of its portfolio. It will also 
start benchmarking the individual company’s performance against its peers to understand 
where further progress can and should be made. In support of this, Prosus will develop an 
internal carbon price that will function as a KPI on climate action across its portfolio. This 
KPI will support the management in decisions to allocate resources and make strategic 
choices. 

 

Lastly, Prosus’ mother company Naspers operates from South Africa, and its portfolio of 
companies spans several regions, of which many are in the global south. Prosus is deeply 
committed to ensure the climate transition is fair. This requires that more companies and 
financial institutions in the global south take part and steer the development of 
methodologies and standards that guide climate action by companies and countries. 
Therefore, Prosus will also join and take actively part in the PCAF Africa regional chapter 
to support the further growth of this important network. 
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RNHB  

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

As a property lender, RNHB aims to facilitate the energy transition to a more sustainable 

property environment. To do this, RNHB chose an impact strategy where it supports (1) 

its clients in making their real estate assets more sustainable; and (2) voluntarily offsets 

the residual GHG emissions of its corporate activities and securitized portfolio emissions.  

 

RNBH continuously tracks the sustainability levels and GHG emissions of its portfolio 

companies to align its portfolio with its ESG strategy. The lender has committed to 

measure and disclose the GHG emissions of its portfolio for transparency and 

accountability purposes and, as such, joined PCAF in July 2021. 

 

In 2022, RNHB conducted various activities. Firstly, RNHB joined the PCAF NL working 

group on mortgages and published its first ESG emission report 2022. Secondly, it 

improved its GHG emission calculation methodology and GHG offset processes based 

on the Financed Emissions Standard (Part A). Thirdly, RNHB issued and offset the 

forecasted GHG emissions of the Dutch Property Finance (DPF) 2022-1, DPF 2022-2 

and DPF 2022-CMBS1 collateral portfolio for the 5-year period from the closing date until 

the first optional redemption date through the purchase of SDG-linked Voluntary Emission 

Reduction (VER) certificates. Lastly, it neutralized its own GHG emission footprint on a 

net zero basis at a corporate level by purchasing VER certificates. 

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS  

In the next few years, RNHB expects to improve the GHG emission calculation 

methodology by implementing the PCAF data quality score 3 reporting guidance for Dutch 

residential mortgages. In addition, RNHB will continue to strengthen and complete its 

database with the most recent energy labels of its property. Lastly, RNHB wants to 

calculate its GHG emissions based on the actual energy usage and improve the data 

quality to score 1 by participating in the TNO project in the future. This project studies the 

possibilities of measuring GHG emissions based on actual energy usage for mortgages 

with the ambition to achieve data quality scores of 1 or 2 in the future. 
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TRIODOS BANK  

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

Triodos Bank has implemented and reported on the PCAF methodology since 2018 and 
disclosed the GHG emissions accounting of 100% of its loans and funds’ investments since 
2019. In its 2022 Integrated Annual Report, Triodos Bank also included the financed 
emissions of all other loans and investments, for example those related to its treasury 
activities. Furthermore, the PCAF calculation used to calculate the financed emissions of 
Triodos Bank’s lending book has been automated in its IT system.  
 
In 2022, the PCAF data quality score of Triodos Bank’s financed emissions improved, 
mainly by applying the GHG emissions lookup table for residential real estate in the 
Netherlands, a product of the PCAF NL working group on mortgages. This table leverages 
public energy consumption data in conjunction with energy label and house type 
information. For a better comparison, Triodos Bank has also restated the figures of 2021. 
Additionally, the bank has made some modest improvements in other sectors to collect 
better data to estimate the GHG emissions. 
 
Triodos Bank has committed itself to the SBTi. Together with the initiative, the bank worked 
on a validated set of near-term GHG emission reduction targets per asset class. These 
targets were approved by the SBTi in March 2023 and apply to a large part of Triodos 
Bank’s own operations and loans and investments portfolio. Triodos Bank has opted for 
the most ambitious target to bring all GHG emissions related to its own operations in line 
with the scenario to limit global warming to 1.5°C by no later than 2030. For GHG emissions 
related to Triodos Bank’s loans and investments, the target year used is 2035. 

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS  

Triodos Bank will continue to use the PCAF Standard in its reporting practices and wants 
to be actively involved in further development of the Global PCAF Standard, especially on 
emission removal accounting.  
 
The key-objectives related to the bank’s lending and investment portfolio are to decrease 
the GHG emission intensity and to increase the GHG sequestration or absorbance of CO2e. 
Working on its AsOneToZero ambition, Triodos Bank is analyzing and implementing 
opportunities for new natural capital, nature-focused finance and regenerative organic 
agriculture, sequestering carbon, and supporting biodiversity.  
 
Continuously improving the data quality level of its GHG emission footprint measurements 
will enhance Triodos Bank’s insights and steering on targets. Using better data might also 
imply restating the bank’s pathways while keeping track of its yearly progress towards net 
zero. Triodos Bank wants to take everyone along on this journey and leave no one behind. 
Through engagement, inspiration, incentives, financing, tooling, and advice, the bank will 
help its clients and investees to reduce their GHG emissions - starting with the highest 
emitters in its portfolio.  
 
Following its mission to change finance, Triodos Bank will also continue to advocate for 
sustainable finance and carbon accounting practices in the countries where it operates and 
at (regulatory) European and international levels.  
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VAN LANSCHOT KEMPEN 

PCAF ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN THE LAST YEAR 

During the last year van Lanschot Kempen worked with other members of the PCAF NL 

working group on mortgages to further harmonize the approach to monitor the GHG 

footprint of residential mortgages. The financial institution did this by jointly drafting 

detailed guidelines on how to adopt a PCAF data quality score 3 aligned methodology. 

Van Lanschot Kempen has implemented a reporting process in accordance with this 

methodology and has disclosed the resulting GHG emission footprint in its latest Annual 

Report. The improved methodology helps the institution to better steer on the reduction 

of their financed emissions. In addition, it will help stakeholders to better compare the 

GHG emission footprint with that of other Dutch financial institutions. 

 

PCAF ACTIVITIES EXPECTED IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS  

Over the next few years, van Lanschot Kempen aims to further improve the quality of the 

GHG emission footprint of its residential mortgage portfolio by increasing the PCAF data 

quality score. This will help the institution to effectively steer on increasing the energy 

efficiency of its residential mortgage portfolio in accordance with the developed transition 

pathways.  

 

In addition, van Lanschot Kempen aims to (1) increase the coverage of its GHG emission 

footprint - mainly by improving the reporting processes on the GHG emission footprint of 

more illiquid asset classes (e.g., private equity, infrastructure), and (2) improve its 

reporting on the Scope 3 GHG emissions of investee companies. 
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6. Glossary 
The following terms are used in this publication. 

Asset class A group of financial instruments that have similar financial characteristics.16 

Climate-related 

risk – Physical 

Risk 

Climate-related risks associated with the potential negative physical impacts of 

climate change on an organisation. Physical risks emanating from climate 

change can be event-driven (acute) such as increased severity of extreme 

weather events (e.g., cyclones, droughts, floods, and fires). They can also relate 

to longer-term shifts (chronic) in precipitation and temperature and increased 

variability in weather patterns (e.g., sea level rise).17 

Climate-related 

risk – Transition 

Risk 

Climate-related risks associated with the transition to a lower-carbon global 

economy, the most common of which relate to policy and legal actions, 

technology changes, market responses, and reputational considerations.  

Decarbonisation The process by which countries, individuals, financial institutions, or other entities 

achieve zero fossil carbon emissions. Typically refers to a reduction of the carbon 

emissions associated with electricity, industry, and transport. 

CO2-equivalent 

(CO2e) 

The amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) that would cause the same integrated 

radiative forcing (a measure for the strength of climate change drivers) over a 

given time horizon as an emitted amount of another greenhouse gas or mixture 

of greenhouse gases.  

Dutch Climate 

Commitment 

The national Climate Commitment that stipulates a 49% reduction of GHG 

emissions in the country by 2030 compared to 1990. 

Financed 

emissions 

Absolute greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions attributed to a financial institution’s 

lending and investing activity, expressed in metric tonnes of CO2 equivalent 

(tCO2e). 

Greenhouse gas 

(GHG) 

emissions 

The seven gases covered by the United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change (UNFCCC)—carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous 

oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), sulphur 

hexafluoride (SF6), and nitrogen trifluoride (NF3). 21 

Greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emission 

intensity 

The number of emissions of Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions released per unit 

of another variable such as gross domestic product (GDP), output energy use or 

transport.18 

Investment The term investment is broadly defined as “putting money into activities or 

organisations with the expectation of making a profit.” Most forms of investment 

involve some form of risk taking, such as investment in equities, debt, property, 

 
16 Science-Based Targets initiative, Financial Sector Science-Based Targets Guidance, Pilot Version, 2020 

17 Financial Stability Board Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, Recommendations of the Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures, Appendix 5: Glossary and Abbreviations, 2017. 

18 IPCC, 2018: Annex I: Glossary [Matthews, J.B.R. (ed.)]. In: Global Warming of 1.5°C. An IPCC Special Report on the 
impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the 
context of strengthening the global response to the threat of climate change, sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate 
poverty [Masson-Delmotte, V., P. Zhai, H.-O. Pörtner, D. Roberts, J. Skea, P.R. Shukla, A. Pirani, W. Moufouma-Okia, C. 
Péan, R. Pidcock, S. Connors, J.B.R. Matthews, Y. Chen, X. Zhou, M.I. Gomis, E. Lonnoy, T. Maycock, M. Tignor, and T. 
Waterfield (eds.)]. In Press. 

https://sciencebasedtargets.org/resources/files/Financial-Sector-Science-Based-Targets-Guidance-Pilot-Version.pdf
https://www.tcfdhub.org/Downloads/pdfs/E02%20-%20Glossary%20&%20Abbreviations.pdf
https://www.tcfdhub.org/Downloads/pdfs/E02%20-%20Glossary%20&%20Abbreviations.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/06/SR15_AnnexI_Glossary.pdf
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projects, and even fixed interest securities, which are subject to inflation risk, 

among other risks. 

Method A set of pre-defined systematic approaches. 

Net zero 

emissions 

Net zero emissions can be achieved by financial institutions when two conditions 

are met: All financing must be aligned with pathways that limit warming to 1.5°C 

with no or limited overshoot, and the residual emissions should be neutralized 

through the financing of activities that permanently remove an equivalent amount 

of atmospheric carbon dioxide. 19 

Project A specific, finite activity that produces an observable and measurable result 

under pre-set requirements, usually involving a limited number of participants; an 

individual or collaborative effort between established partners planned to 

contribute to an overall aim. 

Science-based 

reduction targets 

Targets adopted by financial institutions or companies to reduce GHG emissions 

are considered “science-based” if they are in line with what the latest climate 

science says is necessary to meet the goals of the Paris Agreement— limiting 

global warming to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels.20 

Science Based 

Targets initiative 

An initiative to help companies set emission reduction targets in line with science 

and the Paris Agreement goals.  

Scope 1 

emissions 

Scope 1 emissions are direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that occur from 

sources that are owned or controlled by the company, for example, emissions 

from combustion in owned or controlled boilers, furnaces, vehicles.21 

Scope 2 

emissions 

Scope 2 emissions are greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the generation of 

purchased electricity, consumed by the company. Purchased electricity is 

defined as electricity that is purchased or otherwise brought into the 

organizational boundary of the company. Scope 2 emissions physically occur at 

the facility where electricity is generated.21 

Scope 3 

emissions 

Scope 3 emissions are a consequence of the activities of the company but occur 

from sources not owned or controlled by the company. Some examples of scope 

3 activities are extraction and production of purchased materials, transportation 

of purchased fuels, and use of sold products and services. 21 

Standard A set of formalised guiding principles accepted by an authority and by general 

consent as a basis of comparison; an approved model; initiatives which have 

their own technical frameworks to define, identify, disclose, and report 

sustainable finance. 

Tool An IT product that provides data and analytical support. 

Transition The process of changing from one state or condition to another in a given 

period of time. Transition can be in individuals, firms, cities, regions and 

nations, and can be based on incremental or transformative change. 

 
19 Foundation for science-based net-zero target setting in the financial sector, 2022 
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/resources/files/SBTi-Finance-Net-Zero-Foundations-paper.pdf  

20 More information on science-based targets can be found here: https://sciencebasedtargets.org/faqs#what-are-science-
based-targets   

21 A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard, revised version, GHG Protocol, 2004 
https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/standards/ghg-protocol-revised.pdf   

https://sciencebasedtargets.org/resources/files/SBTi-Finance-Net-Zero-Foundations-paper.pdf
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/faqs#what-are-science-based-targets
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/faqs#what-are-science-based-targets
https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/standards/ghg-protocol-revised.pdf
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Appendix: Signatory 
reporting examples 
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ABN AMRO 

Figure 3: Reported overview GHG emissions and financed emissions ABN AMRO22 

  

 
22 For more information, please consult the Integrated Annual Report 2022 of ABN AMRO 

https://assets.ctfassets.net/1u811bvgvthc/3tn2c2U6QjiBj1IWRNX9cl/c2dde83a535488509bbf0c37726fa407/ABN_AMRO_____Integrated_Annual_Report_2022.pdf
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ACHMEA 

Figure 4: Reported overview CO2 emissions and data sources per asset class Achmea23 

 
23 For more information, please consult the Annual Report 2022 of Achmea 

https://www.achmea.nl/-/media/achmea/documenten/investors/publicaties-2022/achmea-jaarverslag-2022-eng.pdf
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a.s.r. 

Figure 5: Reported CO2 emission reduction target a.s.r. 

 

Figure 6: Reported overview GHG emissions per asset class a.s.r.24 

  

 
24 For more information, please consult the Klimaatverslag a.s.r. 2022 

https://www.asrnederland.nl/-/media/files/asrnederland-nl/duurzaam-ondernemen/ratings-en-benchmarks/2022-klimaatverslag-asr.pdf
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CARDANO  

Figure 7: Reported overview Scope 1 & 2 emissions per fund Cardano 

Figure 8: Reported overview Scope 3 emissions per fund Cardano25 

 

  

 
25 For more information, please consult the Jaarverslag 2022 ACTIAM Beleggingsfondsen 

https://www.actiam.com/4946f2/siteassets/fondspublicaties/actiam/2023/actiam_beleggingsfondsen-i_jaarverslag_2022.pdf
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DE VOLKSBANK   

Figure 9: Reported overview financed emissions De Volksbank26 

  

 
26 For more information, please consult the Integrated Annual Report 2022 of De Volksbank 

https://www.devolksbank.nl/assets/files/jaarcijfers/De-Volksbank-Integrated-Annual-Report-2022.pdf
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ING 

Figure 10: Reported overview financed emissions ING 

Figure 11: GHG emission data sources and limitations ING27 

 

  

 
27 For more information, please consult the 2023 Climate Report of ING. 

https://www.ing.com/Newsroom/News/Top-five-takeaways-from-the-2023-Climate-Report.htm
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MN SERVICES  

Figure 12: Reported overview CO2 and GHG emissions per sector MN 

Figure 13: Reported emission reduction targets listed real estate MN28 

Figure 14: Reported CO2 and GHG emissions for loan portfolio MN 

Figure 15: Emission data sources MN29 

 

 
28 For more information, please consult the Klimaatactieplannen 2022 MN 

29 For more information, please consult the Jaarverslag 2022 MN 

https://www.mn.nl/uploads/Klimaatplannen%20MN%202022.pdf
https://www.mn.nl/uploads/Jaarverslag%20MN%202022.pdf
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NN GROUP  

Figure 16: Reported overview GHG emissions NN Group30 

  

 
30 For more information, please consult the Annual Report 2022 of NN Group 

https://www.nn-group.com/nsassets/HTML%20version%20Annual%20Report%202022.xhtml
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NWB BANK 

Figure 17: Reported overview GHG emissions per market segment31 

  

 
31 For more information, please consult the Greenhouse Gas Emissions of NWB Bank Loan Portfolio 2022 

https://nwbbank.com/application/files/3216/8024/9663/Greenhouse_Gas_Emissions_Loan_Portfolio_NWB_Bank_2022.pdf
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RAIL & OV 

Figure 18: Reported overview CO2 emissions per asset class pension fund Rail & OV32 

 
32 For more information, please consult the MVB report 2023 of pension fund Rail & OV 

https://railov.nl/documents/938/Rail__OV_MVB-jaarverslag_2022.pdf
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PROSUS 

Figure 19: Reported overview GHG emissions investments 

Figure 20: Reported overview GHG emissions portfolio companies33 

  

 
33 For more information, please consult the environmental impact report 2023 of Prosus 

https://www.prosus.com/~/media/Files/P/Prosus-CORP/documents/our-impact/esg-disclosures/prosus-environmental-impact-report-2707.pdf
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RNHB  

Figure 21: Distribution of energy labels and GHG emissions RNHB 

 

Figure 22: Reported overview GHG emissions RNHB34 

  

 
34 For more information, please consult the GHG emission report 2022 of RNHB 

https://carbonaccountingfinancials.com/files/institutions_downloads/RNHB-GHG-Emission-Report-2022.pdf
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TRIODOS BANK  

Figure 23: Reported overview GHG emissions loans and investments Triodos Bank 35 

 
35 For more information, please consult the Annual Report 2022 Triodos Bank 

https://www.annual-report-triodos.com/2022/
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VAN LANSCHOT KEMPEN 

Figure 24: Reported overview GHG emissions of assets under management van Lanschot 

Kempen36  

  

 
36 For more information, please consult the Annual Report 2022 van Lanschot Kempen 

https://www.vanlanschotkempen.com/nl-nl/-/media/files/documents/corporate/investor-relations-nl/financiele-resultaten/2022/jaarverslag-2022/jaarverslag-2022---pdf---engelstalig.ashx
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